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REASONING
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions.
There are seven persons – M, N, O, P, Q, R and S – who preach different religions viz.- Buddhism, Judaism, Bahai, Hinduism,
Christianity, Islam and Jainism but not necessarily in the same order. They preach on different days of the week starting from
Monday. Also they like different animals, viz.- Pigeon, Crow, Rabbit, Sparrow, Dove, Duck and Squirrel but not necessarily in
the same order. N, who likes Duck, preaches on the fourth day of the week but neither Buddhism nor Christianity. Two persons
preaches between the days on which N and R preach and neither of them preach on the 1st day of the week. There is one person
between M and O. But O does not preach either on 1st or 3rd day of the week. O likes Crow and preaches Buddhism. The one
who preaches Bahai, preaches on the last day of the week and likes Rabbit. P does not preach on the day either immediately
before or immediately after the day on which M preach, who doesn’t like either Dove or Pigeon or Sparrow. S preaches
immediately after O and he likes Pigeon. Q does not like Dove animal and preaches Islam. M does not preach either Jainism or
Hinduism. The one who preaches Judaism preaches immediately after the day when Buddhism was preached.
1.Which of the following combinations is definitely false?
A. O – Crow – Buddhism B. M – Squirrel – Christianity C. Q – Sparrow – Islam D. R – Crow – Buddhism
2.Who among the following preaches on the 5th day of the week?
A. The person who likes Squirrel B. The person who preaches Bahai
who likes Sparrow E. None of these
3.Who preaches Hinduism?
A. The person who likes Duck B. The person who likes Squirrel
likes Dove or the person who likes Duck E. None of these

E. None of these

C. The person who preaches Buddhism

D. The person

C. The person who likes Dove D. Either the person who

4.If ‘N’ is related to ‘Crow’ and ‘S’ is related to ‘Rabbit’ then which of the following is ‘M’ related to?
A. Dove B. Duck C. Sparrow D. Squirrel E. None of these
5.Who preaches Christianity?
A. The person who preaches on fourth day of the week B. The person who preaches just before Q
just after Q D. Can’t be determined E. None of these

C. The person who preaches

Study the following information carefully and answer the questions which follow–
Eight persons viz. A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H like eight different food items viz. candy, guavava, egg, banana, brazil nuts, apple,
fish, and dal not necessarily in the same order. They are sitting around a circular table facing the centre of the circle at an equal
distance. F is third to the left of the one who likes banana, who is opposite to one who is second to the right of C. The one who
likes fish is not near to A but near the one who is opposite to C. H and B are adjacent to each other but neither of them likes
Apple. The one who likes candy is second to the left of the one who likes dal, who is next to the one who likes Fish and G. The
one who likes Apple is seated opposite to G. The one who likes egg is neither D nor near to C. The one who likes Guavava is third
to the right of H. D does not likes eggs.
6.Who is immediate right of G?
A. The one who likes banana B. The one who likes candy
who likes guavava

C. The one who likes dal D. The one who likes egg

E. The one

7.Which of the following pair of persons are sitting opposite to each other?
A. C and the one who likes dal B. F and the one who likes egg C. The one who likes candy and the one who likes banana D.
A and the one who likes egg E. B and the one who likes fish
8.Who likes Brazil nuts?
A. G
B. D C. B D. H E. E
9.What is the position of F with respect to the given information?
A. Second to the right of A B. Second to the right of the one who likes egg C. Second to the right of the one who likes Apple
D. Opposite to the one who likes brazil nuts E. Immediate to the right of the one who likes candy
10.If ‘G’ is related to ‘E’ and ‘A’ is related to ‘C’ in a certain way, which of the following would ‘D’ be related to in the
same pattern?
A. A B. H C. B D. G E. F
Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions .
A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers rearranges them following a particular
rule in each step. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. (All the number are two digits number)
Input : trust 48 13 rust adore 99 76 32 worse justice hello 28 56 burn
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Step-I : 13 trust 48 rust 99 76 32 worse justice hello 28 56 burn adore
Step-II : 28 13 trust 48 rust 99 76 32 worse justice hello 56 adore burn
Step-III : 32 28 13 trust 48 rust 99 76 worse justice 56 adore burn hello
Step-IV : 48 32 28 13 trust rust 99 76 worse 56 adore burn hello justice
Step-V : 56 48 32 28 13 trust 99 76 worse adore burn hello justice rust
Step-VI : 76 56 48 32 28 13 99 worse adore burn hello justice rust trust
Step-VII : 99 76 56 48 32 28 13 adore burn hello justice rust trust worse
and Sep VII is the last step of the above input, as the desired arrangement is obtained. As per the
rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following questions the appropriate step for the given input
Input: 84 wild sea 14 32 new bold interest fold 51 27 vest 68 92
11.Which step number is the following output? 32 27 14 84 wild sea new 51 vest 92 68 fold bold interest
A. Step V B. Step VI C. Step IV D. Step III E. There is no such step
12.Which word/number would be at 5th position from the right in Step V ?
A. 14 B. 92 C. fold D. bold E. wild
13.How many elements (words or numbers) are there between 'fold' and '32' as they appear in the last step of the output?
A. One B. Three C. Four D. Five E. Seven
14.Which of the following represents the position of 'wild' in the fourth step ?
A. Eighth from the left B. Fifth from the right C. Sixth form the left D. Fifth from the left E. Seventh form the left
15.Step II of certain input is given below. What will be the input? Step II : 21 16 zoo tan 59 95 kill dull
A. Cannot be determined. B. 95 kill dull 21 16 zoo tan 59 C. 21 95 kill dull 16 zoo tan 59
D. tan 59 95 kill dull 21 16 zoo E. 21 tan 59 95 kill dull 16 zoo
In each of these questions, there are given three statements followed by four conclusions I, II, III & IV. You have to take
the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts. Read all the conclusions
and then decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known
facts.
16.Statements:
Some dolls are barbies. Some barbies are squirrels. Some squirrels are sweets.
Conclusions:
I. Some barbies are not dolls. II. No sweet is doll. III. Some dolls are not barbies.IV. No doll is squirrel.
A. Only III follows B. Only IV and III follow C. Either I or III follows D. Both I and III follow E. None of these
17.Statements:
Some doves are rabbits. All rabbits are cutes. All softs are cutes.
Conclusions:
I. Some rabbits are not doves. II. All cutes are doves. III. Some softs are rabbits. IV. Some softs are doves.
A. Only I follows B. Only II follows C. Only III follows D. Only IV follows E. None follows
18.Statements:
Some cows are holes. No crow is cow. Some holes are crows.
Conclusions:
I. Some holes are not cows. II. All holes are either cows or crows. III. Some holes are both cows and crows. IV. All holes are cows.
A. Only I and IV follow B. Only either II or III follows C. Only IV follow D. Either II or III and I follow E. None of these
19.Statements:
All sugars are honeys. All loves are sugars. No loves are affairs.
Conclusions:
I. Some affairs are sugars II. No affairs are loves III. No affairs are honey IV. No affair are sugars
A. All follow B. None of these C. Either I or II follow. D. Only II, III & IV follows E. Either I or IV and II follows
20.Statements:
Some chips are cherrys. All snacks are cherrys. Some boiled are snacks.
Conclusions:
I. Some boiled are cherrys. II. Some snacks are chips. III. No chip is snacks. IV. Some chips are boiled.
A. Either II or III and I follow B. Only I follow
C. Only either II or III follows D. Only I and III follow
Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions.

E. None of these
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Eight friends – P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W sit around a square table in such a way that four of them sit on the four sides while the
rest at corners. They like different drinks viz. Lemon soda, Water, Beer, Milk shake, Rum, Milk, Vodka and Gin. Some of them
are facing the centre while some are facing facing outside.(i.e away from the centre) Note: Same directions means that if one
person facing the centre then the other person also faces the centre and vice versa. Opposite direction means if one person is
facing the centre then the other person faces outside and vice versa. Q faces the centre of the table and does not sit on any corner.
V sits on one of the corner between the persons who likes Milk and gin. W sits second to the right of the one who likes Water who
faces centre. The one who likes Rum sits third to the left of Q. S sits opposite to W. P sits at the corner exactly opposite to T. The
one who likes Water sits third to the right of the one who likes Vodka. The one who likes Lemon soda does not faces the centre.
The one who likes milk sits opposite to Q, faces in opposite direction as Q and sits between the persons who likes Vodka and
Rum. T who likes Rum sits immediate right to the person who likes Milk shake .The one who likes Milk shake faces the same
direction of the U. The immediate neighbours of Q are facing opposite directions.The one who likes Vodka sits exactly opposite to
the one who likes Beer. The one who is on the immediate left of U is facing the same direction as W. R sits third to the left of W.
21.Who among the following likes milk?
A. P B. U C. T D. Can’t be determined E. None of these
22.R likes which of the following drinks?
A. Beer B. Lemon soda C. Vodka D. Can’t be determined E. None of these
23.Which of the following sits exactly between R and the one who likes Lemon soda?
A. The person who likes Gin B. The person who likes Vodka C. The person who likes Water D. The person who likes Milk
E. None of these
24.How many persons sit facing the centre?
A. None B. One C. Two D. Three E. Four
25.Which of the following pairs are the immediate neighbour of W?
A. P, V B. P, R C. V, R D. Q, R E. V, Q
Read the following information carefully and answer the question which follows.
There are five members in a family viz. A, B, C, D and E. There are three males and two females in the family. There are two married
couples and two sons in the family. The butcher is the wife of a sweeper who is the son of a plumber. B is not a female. E is not a
male, neither a wife of a plumber. C is the youngest person in the family and D is the eldest. C is not the son or brother of B.
26.Who are the males in the family?
A. C, E and B B. D, E and A C. C, D and E

D. B, C and A E. Can't be determined

27.Whose wife is the butcher?
A. C B. D C. A D. B E. Can't be determined
28.How is D related to E?
A. Husband B. Son C. Mother-in-law

D. Wife

E. Grandson

29.In which of the following expressions will the expression
A.
B.
C.
D.

be definitely false?
E.

30.Which of the following symbols should be placed in the blank spaces respectively (in the same order from left to right)
in order to complete the given expression in such a manner that
definitely holds true?
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Study the following information carefully to answer the questions given below it:
Seven pigeons A, B, C, D, E, F and G are living in different places viz. Park, Lal quila, Villa, Mosque, Supreme court, Zoo and
Temple, not necessarily in the same order. Each has a dierent favourite food viz. Pulse, Barley, Wheat, Rye, Peas, Corn and Oats,
not necessarily in the same order. A likes Wheat and lives in a Temple. D lives in Lal quila but does not like Pulse or Oats. The
one who lives in a Villa likes corn. G likes Peas and does not lives in a Mosque or a Park. E likes rye and lives in Supreme court.
F lives in Park but does not like Oats. C lives a in Mosque.
31.Which of the following is D’s favourite food?
A. Pulse B. Corn C. Barley D. Cannot be determined
32.Who likes corn?
A. B B. C C. D D. E

E. None of these

E. None of these

33.Which of the following combinations of food and place is correct?
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A. Wheat-Zoo B. Barley-Park C. Pulse-Lal quila D. Oats-Mosque E. None of the above
34.Which of the following pigoens lives in a Zoo?
A. B B. G C. C D. B or G E. None of the above
35.Who likes Pulse?
A. D B. B C. C D. B or C E. None of these
QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE
Study the following graph carefully and answer the questions given below. Number of students enrolled in mechanical,
electrical and civil branches of five different colleges in the year 2016

36.Ratio of number of male to female students in electrical discipline from college B is 16 : 9 and total professors from
same college and same branch is 100/9% of total female students from the same branch and same college then, find total
number of professor in electrical branch from college B.
A. 18 B. 15 C. 20 D. 22 E. 25
37.If number of male student in civil branch from college D and male students in mechanical branch from college A are
equal then what is the percentage of female students in mechanical branch of college A ? Give that ratio of male to female
students in civil branch from college D is 13 : 12
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

38.If 20% of students in civil branch from college E are transferred to civil branch of college C then find the ratio of
students in civil from college C to the total students from college E now.
A. 34/111 B. 23/222 C. 23/111 D. 34/113 E. None of these
39.Average of students in electrical branch from all colleges are what percent less/more than the average students in Civil
branch from all colleges together ? (Approximately)
A. 12% B. 8% C. 4% D. 7% E. 6%
40.If 20% of total students from College D are failed in yearly exam, 75% of total students are passed from college E in
yearly exams then what will be total students in college D and E together in year 2017 if 400 more students are enrolled in
2017 from both colleges D and E together (consider both colleges were opened in 2016 and enrollment is cancelled when a
student fails in exam )
A. 2340 B. 2900 C. 2440 D. 2800 E. None of these
Study the following graph carefully and answer the following question. The graph below represents the production (in
tonnes) and sales (in tonnes) of a company X from 2010-2015
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41.If production of company X and another company Y is in the ratio 14 : 13 in year 2014 then production of company Y
in 2014 is what percent more or less than production of company X in 2010.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
42.If production of company X in 2016 is 120% of its production in 2015 then what is the ratio of sales company X in 2010
to the production of company X in 2016.
A. 7/9 B. 13/20 C. 20/13 D. 5/13 E. 7/13
43.If production cost is Rs. 1,500 per tonne and sale is at the rate of Rs. 2,800 per tonne over all years then what is the ratio
of profit or loss of company X in 2013 to the profit or loss in year 2014. (Prot = Income through sales – Production cost)
A. 59/70 B. 20/23 C. 53/94 D. 27/38 E. None of these
44.If production cost in year 2013 is 150 per tonne and production cost increases by 10% every year after 2013 then what
is the average production cost of company Xover all years after year 2013 ?
A. 12,20,239 B. 1,16,737.5 C. 2,22,467 D. 1,33,647 E. None of these
45.If 35% of production of company X in 2010 is added to the sale of company X in 2012 then total sale of company X in
2012 is what percent of the total sale of company X over all the years now ? (approximately)
A. 14% B. 18% C. 35% D. 28% E. 24%
46.In a voyage of 600 km, a ship was slowed down due to bad weather and storm in Ocean. Its average speed for the trip
was reduced by 200 km/hr, and the time of trip increased by 30 minutes. The duration of the voyage is:
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

47.Ramesh borrowed 830 Rs. from Sanjeev at 12% p.a. S.I. for 3 years. He then added some more money to the borrowed
sum and lent it to Rajesh for the same period of time at 14% p.a. S.I. If Ramesh gains Rs. 93.90 in the whole transaction,
how much money did he add from his side ?
A. Rs. 35 B. Rs. 55 C. Rs.80 D. Rs. 105 E. None of these
48.From a pack of 52 cards, 2 cards are drawn at random. What is the probability that it has exactly one Ace ?
A. 32/221 B. 28/221 C. 34/119 D. 16/119 E. None of these
49.One fill pipe A takes 3 minutes more to fill the cistern than two fill pipes A and B opened together to fill it. Second fill
pipe B takes 21 1/3 minutes more to fill cistern than two fill pipes A and B opened together to fill it. When will the cistern
be full if both pipes are opened simultaneously.
A. 7 minutes B. 16 minutes C. 8 minutes D. 10 minutes E. 12 minute
50.A shopkeeper gave an additional 20 per cent concession on the reduced price after giving 30 per cent standard
concession on an article. If Arun bought that article for Rs 1120, what was the original price?
A. Rs 3000 B. Rs 4000 C. Rs 2400 D. Rs 2000 E. Rs 4300
51.A and B cand do a piece of work in 28 and 35 days respectively. They began to work together but A leaves after
sometime and B completed remaining work in 17 days. After how many days did A leave?
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

52.The average age of Priyambada’s family consisting of 5 members 3 years ago was 35 years. One year ago a new baby
was born in this family. Three year hence the average age of the family will be :
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
53.A sells a scooter priced Rs. 36,000. He gives a discount of 8% on the first Rs. 20,000 and 5% on the next Rs. 10,000.
How much discount can he afford on the remaining Rs. 6,000 if he is to get as much as when 7% discount is allowed on the
total?
A. 5% B. 6% C. 7% D. 8% E. None of the above
54.From two places, 60 km apart, A and B start towards each other at the same time and meet each other after 6 hours.
Had A travelled with 2/3 of his speed and B travelled with double of his speed, they would have met after 5 hours. The
speed of A is
A. 4 km/hr B. 6 km/hr C. 10 km/hr D. 12 km/hr E. None of the above
55.An order was placed for supply of carpet of breadth 3 m, and the length of the carpet was 1.44of breadth. Subsequently
the breadth and length were increased by 25 and 40 percent respectively. At the rate of Rs. 45 per square metre, what
would be the increase in the cost of the carpet ?
A. Rs. 1020.60 B. Rs. 398.80
C. Rs. 437.40 D. Rs. 583.20 E. None of these
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What should come in place of question mark (?) in the following number series?
56.14, 1004, 1202, 1251.5, 1268, ?
A. 1267.5 B. 1276.25
C. 1324.5 D. 1367.25
57.4, 48, 180, 448, 900, ?
A. 2164 B. 1924 C. 1744

D. 1584

. None of these

E. 2000

58.1015, 508, 255, 129, 66.5, ?, 20.875
A. 34.50 B. 35 C. 35.50 D. 35.75 E. None of these
59.20.5, 164, 2624, ?, 5373952
A. 104244 B. 83968 C. 94464
60.5, 7, 17, 55, 225, 1131, ?
A. 6973 B. 6379 C. 7639

D. 102444

D. 7369

E. None of these

E. 6793

What approximate value should come in the place of question mark (?) in the following questions ? (Note you are not
expected to calculate the exact value)
61.
A. 1700
62.
A. 1/3

B. 1650

B. 1/4

63.
A.

C. 1750

C. 1/8

D. 1/5

B.

64.
A. 4

B. 70

65.
A. 3

B. 9

D. 1950

E. 1/2

C.

C. 74

C. 30

E. 1840

D.

E.

D. 80 E. None of these

D. 90

E. 80

What will come in place of questions mark (?) in the following questions?
66.
A.
67.
A. 81.9
68.
A. 1.0402
69.
A. 32

B.

C.

D.

B. 83.7

C. 87.3

D. 89.1

B. 1.4

B. 22

70.
A. 78.125

C. 1.5

C. 28

B. 76.125

D. 20

E.

E. None of these

D. Can’t be determined

E. none of these

E. 30

C. 68.125

D. 72.125 E. 74

ENGLISH
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words have been printed in bold to
help you locate them, while answering some of the questions.
First, AOL and Time Warner announced their intention to combine. Then came Time Warner/ EMI and Tribune / Times Mirror.
Even more significant, however, has been the speculation that these mergers have caused. If these transactions are consummated,
a large number of additional media mergers are expected. There is even the possibility of a nightmare scenario- a wave of media
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mergers so large that within a decade most of our information will be supplied by perhaps six of these huge conglomerates and a
fringe of much smaller firms. It’s time to ask two critical questions. Is this kind of media oligopoly what we, as a society, want?
And if not, can the antitrust laws effectively prevent the threatened merger wave? The answer to the first question is clear. We do
not want a media oligopoly. The answer to the second question, however, is far less certain. We should distrust a media oligopoly
because it would give undue control to a small number of individuals. This need not manifest itself in a price rise for the daily
newspaper or AOL’s monthly fee. Rather, it could consist of a change in editorial viewpoints a shift and the relative prominence
of links to certain websites or a decision not to cover certain topics, because they are not “newsworthy”. These problems could
exist without any improper intent on the part of the media barons. Even if they try to be fair and objective, they will necessarily
bring their own worldview to the job. And in time, some of these conglomerates may be controlled by
people who are to fair or objective. At first it might appear that the antitrust laws are of little help in grappling with the issues
presented by large media mergers. The anti- merger laws are commonly understood as protecting price competition and a
relatively small number of firms- to greatly oversimplify let’s say at most half a dozen – are normally though to be enough to keep
a market price –competitive . In industry after industry, firms merge until there is only a handful left, and the antitrust enforcers
are normally unable to do anything to prevent this. (In former years mergers were governed by an “incipiency “standard that
prevented mergers and merger wave’s well before they would have led to very large or likely anti- competitive problems.) Even if
a handful of firms are enough to ensure effective competition in most industries, would six conglomerate media firms be sufficient
for the diversity of viewpoints necessary to democracy? Would we be reassured if they could somehow guarantee that they would
sell their magazines and internet advertisements at competitive prices? I am hopeful that the antitrust laws, if correctly and
vigorously interpreted are adaptable enough to meet this challenge. This is because antitrust is not exclusively about price. It is
essentially about choice- about giving consumers a competitive range of options in the marketplace so that they can make their
own, effective selection from the market’s offerings. Consumers should be able to make their choice along any dimension
important to them- including price, variety and editorial viewpoint. Competition in terms of editorial viewpoint or gate-keeping
can be guaranteed only by ensuring that a media market contains a significantly larger number of firms than is required for price
competition in other, more conventional markets. It is unclear, however, whether this interpretation of the anti-trust laws will be
applied by the enforcement agencies and the courts. What is needed therefore is a much more careful look at the challenges that
will be raised by future media mergers.
71.A wave of media mergers could
A. Be a threat to democracy B. Result in limiting editorial viewpoints
(B) E. None of the above

C. Result in misuse of certain laws

D. Both (A) and

72.According to the passage what could be the most significant outcome of media oligopoly?
A. An increase in the cost of newspapers B. The fact that in the long run, there will be a shift of power to people who might not
be balanced and fair in the way they deal with the media C. Certain websites may get more prominence than others D. There
will be no competition among the newspapers E. None of the above
73.Which of the following statements, according to the author, are true?
A. Half a dozen firms are enough to keep the market price – competitive B. Half a dozen companies are not enough to provide a
democratic media C. Enforcement agencies may not interpret the anti- trust laws correctly D. Half a dozen companies will be
inadequate to meet the consumer demand for product diversity
A. A and B B. A, B and C C. All of the above D. B, C and D E. None of the above
74.The current anti- trust laws
A. Are not sufficient to deal with issues relating to large scale media mergers B. Can prevent mergers from happening
be effective if properly interpreted D. Favour a particular company or group of companies E. None of the above

C. Will

75.To get a clear picture of the challenges posed by media mergers, the author recommends:
A. Creation of strict laws B. Strengthening the enforcement agencies C. Creation of a study committee by the congress
None of the above E. All of the above

D.

76.Choose the word which is most nearly similar in meaning to “ Conglomerates” as used in the passage.
A. solitaries B. mortals C. distinctive D. amalgamation E. asunder
77.The author would be most likely to agree that propaganda
A. Can serve a vital function in democracy B. Is concerned mainly with the irrelevant
C. Is now combined with entertainment D. Is universally recognized as a danger E. None of the above
78.The “early advocates of universal literacy” are mentioned as
A. Advocates of propaganda B. Opponents of an idea that the author thinks is correct C. Proponents of an idea that the author
wishes to counter D. People who made wrong predictions about freedom of the press E. None of the above
79.The author refers to “Brave New World” as a fictional example of a society in which
A. Non-stop distractions are the main instrument of government policy B. People are totally unaware of political realities C.
Entertainment is used to keep people from full awareness of social realities D. Entertainment resembles religion in its effects on
the masses E. None of the above
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80.By “intelligently on the spot” the author apparently means
A. Alert to the dangers of propaganda B. In a particular society at a particular time C. In a specific time and place D.
Conscious of political and social realities E. None of the above
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error or idiomatic error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. The number of part is the answer. If there is no error, the answer is (E). (Ignore errors of
punctuation, if any)
A. A
B. B C. C D. D E. E
81.He thinks that (A)/ once he paid money (B)/ he is relieved of (C)/ all his responsibilities. (D)/ No error (E)
82.Taking care of yourself (A)/ cannot be (B)/ and should not be considered (C)/ as a selfish thing. (D)/ No error (E)
83.Cleanliness drives will be (A)/ conducted in various localities (B)/ to opening the drains blocked (C)/ with polythene
bags. (D)/ No error (E)
84.The results of the study showed that (A)/ if the partners were willing to talk to each other (B)/ and arrive at a mutually
agreeable decision, (C)/ the joint decisions were more better than any one person’s judgement. (D)/ No error (E)
85.Sugar-sweetened drinks does not (A)/ pose any particular health risk and (B)/ are not a unique risk factor (C)/ for
obesity or heart disease. (D)/ No error. (E)
86.Airline management should note (A)/ that the ultimate passenger unfriendliness (B)/ is to have their plane crashed (C)/
due to the adopted of unsafe procedures. (D)/ No error (E)
87.The actor loves to think, (A)/ never enjoys, stick to one kind of role (B)/ and finds it difficult to (C)/ fulfill everyone’s
expectations. (D)/ No error (E)
88.A major computer security firm urged (A)/ the social networking site to set-up (B)/ an early warning System afterhundreds of users were (C)/ hit by a new wave of virus attacks. (D)/ No error (E)
89.An administrative decision in (A)/any particular situation (B)/need not be correct (C)/under another situation. (D)/No
error (E)
90.District police arrested (A)/ a gang of notorious robbers, (B)/ who were planning to strike at (C)/ a house in the vicinity.
(D)/ No error (E)
In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has been numbered. These numbers are printed below the passage
and against each, five words/phrases are suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate
word/phrase in each case.
Most of us are (91) of open conflict and avoid it if we can. And there is a (92) to expressing and working through conflict. If the
working through involves harsh words and name-calling people feel deeply hurt and relationships can be (93). Sometimes
permanently. Some group members may be afraid that if they really (94) their anger, they may go out of control and become
violent, or they may do this. These fears can be very (95) and based on experience. So why take the risk? Why not avoid conflict
at all costs? Conflict is rather like disease. (96) is best, that means attending to areas where (97) may occur before they become an
issue. If you have not ( 98) a conflict happening, your next choice is to treat it early, or hope that it goes away. If it goes away over
lime ne. If it (99), then you will still have to handle (treat) it and it is likely to be more ( 100).
91. A. scared

B. careful

92.A. challenge

C. reckless

B. measure

93.A. established

B. maligned

94.A. sublimate

B. express

95.A. baseless
96.A. cure

C. principle

C. minimize

C. proscription

B. discomfiture

98.A. expressed

B. ignored
B. won't

C. don't

D. real

D. not

E. control
E. national

D. prevention E. medicine

C. disagreement

C. induced

E. risk

D. rebuilt E. involved.
D. regulate

B. imaginary C. exaggerative

B. diagnosis

E. worried

D. chance

C. damaged

97.A. harmony

99.A. doesn't

D. aware

D. seen

D. consensus
E. perverted

E. hasn't

E. statement
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100.A. credible

B. serious

C. fraudulent

D. urgent

E. skilled

